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Requirements

Ethiopia:
Integrated Infrastructure (IN3)

- Setting criteria of a more sustainable
and resilient urban development
- Analysis and categorization of
existing and new approaches on
infrastructure and building systems
- Creation of a flexible information
model representing an expendable
set of planning elements
- Development of adapted/flexible
infrastructural concepts and building
systems
- Computational Generation of urban
development proposals based on
sustainability and resilience criteria

Ethiopia is a country that is predominately rural where
settlements are mainly concentrated on highlands and based on
subsistent rain-fed farming. The country is facing a unpredicted
rapid urbanization which is not guided with sensitive and informal
intervention which has caused haphazard informality. With waves
of environmental, social and economical crisis and a straggling
agrarian economy and fragile climatic uncertainties.
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First: Asses existing developments and propose major corridors
that follow existing topography, foot paths and major node connections.
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The main objective of Integrated Infrastructure is to create
knowledge, tools, and networks for establishing high-quality,
interdisciplinary, cross-continental research and education on
planning and building of resilient cities in Ethiopia. Starting from
the premise that the technical infrastructure (water, energy,
transport) acts as a main driver for spatial and thus also social
developments, we focus on the development and implementation
of an integrated planning strategy (IPS), that helps to anticipate
the technical infrastructure in the planning and implementation
of spatial structures (buildings, streets, lots, public spaces) in the
best possible manner.

In the case of Seriti Town the expected development would occur on the major street that runs from the capital Addis Ababa to
another city Debrebirhan.
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Working on small and emerging towns are necessary as one
of the central aspects of creating sustainable and resilient cities is the definition of the geometry of buildings, lots, streets,
and public open spaces (in the following referred to as spatial
structures). Their design, implementation and usability influence
human activity that can take place in the urban environment
(by restricting/promoting movement/gathering, possibilities to
change spaces/functions) as well as the demand for resources
(by influencing travel, heating/cooling and material demand).
Because these spatial structures are hard to change, once built
they have a long lasting impact on social life, cultural, ecological
and economic factors. In the process of planning spatial structures in Sub-Saharan Africa usually the (mostly invisible) technical infrastructure is not appropriately considered (UN-HABITAT,
2014).
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By waiting to adapt until rapid urbanization occur, Existing major city populations would increase leading to high in country
migration in search of infrastructure and already depleting and
crowded farm land. Population growth, rural-urban migration,
degradation of natural resources and climate change create increasing challenges for those who are committed to plan cities
all over the world and especially in developing countries.

Small town of Seriti would expand to house about 2000 households with adequate provision of infrastructure with high densification.
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Impacts of delayed adaptation

By completion of the project, several instruments (IN³-Toolbox,
IN³-Evaluator, IN³-Generator) will be available that covers both
planning methodologies and tools as well as construction methods
and infrastructure technologies for implementing holistic planning
processes.
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Multi-functional commercial buildings, Manufacturing areas, residential units, Social Services, basic infrastructure provision

Major transport connection, bus stops, freight stops as well
as manufacturing areas that create a self sustain town would
emerge.
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SCENARIO A: EARLY ADOPTER
By developing well-attuned interfaces between these three
components ( Simulation, Participation, Technology) we are creating a robust framework for the
planning of emerging cities, since
the better these interfaces work,
the more effective an iterative
improvement process can take
place. The more effective the improvement process, the better the
whole systems (building, city, infrastructure) ability is to learn and
adapt to changing situations. For
the development of cities are the
physical elements for realizing the
planned spatial structures. Thus,
besides RWCS on the urban
scale (in form of planning

planning processes) the project
is accompanied by development
and prototypical realization of
infrastructure and building systems (such as wall systems, water pipes).
This will enhance the utilization
of local materials and knowledge to enable planning process
that is flexible based on stakeholders needs and demands.
Seriti town with early adoption
gains the ability to plan and organize its urban structure based
on inputs making it a bottom up
planning system with sustainable and equitable town planning.

SCENARIO B: LATE ADOPTER
Urbanization will happen in major and secondary towns making
seriti have fewer access to basic
infrastructures and a demanding
emerging community with demand for housing, job opportunity, infrastructure and improved
quality of life.

With late adoption challenges
and demands would be high on
th public sector with major cities
having problem dealing with the
high level of migration. Where
infrastructure provision in terms
of water, roads and power ever
increasing.

With this in mind seriti would be
in a state of migration where elders and children left in the town
tendering to fewer and fewer
farmlands and relaying on remittance in some instances.

Town planning in the case of
Ethiopia would come in to question where top down planning
prevails and contextualized town
planning would occur leading to
heavy financial loss to governments and investors which discourage further small town developments.
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Team: The Integrated Infrastructure proposal was developed as a collaborative research with the Addis Ababa University,EiABC and
Bauhaus Universtät Weimar, BUW led by Dr. Ephrem G., Dr. Zegeye C., Tesfaye H., Metadel S. (EIABC), Prof. Dirk D., V. Prof. Sven
S., Martin D., Nichole B., Philippe S., Andreas A. with assistance from Bilisaf T., Kirubel N. Seyum W. Israel T.

Water Infrastructure based Urban Planning

Using water infrastructure as a base for urban planning was
investigated in creating scenarios with the theme Metabolism
based strategies for Rural Urban transformation in Ethiopia.

By optimizing the amount of
water that can be harvested
with the urban structure it lead
to better planning of Agriculture
in order to be self sufficient
and industrialized in a self
sustainable way.
Harvesting of rain water from
the month at the highest
rain fall levels and use it for
agricultural irrigation to have
more than one harvest per year
leading to more products per
individual consumption as well
as improved economy.
By analyzing terrain, slope
and precipitation levels urban
structure was proposed with
appropriate location for water
reservoirs, water tankers and
street layouts that enabled
maximum water collection
with in the area.

This masters research conducted in EiABC, investigated the
utilization of the procedural modeling for the planning of small
towns in the case of Seriti Town. Using ESRI CityEngine as a
core tool the research proposed major access for development
using parameter that is site specific.

Fertility of land would come in
to question with high agriculture
yields expected each year and
the consumption of inorganic
fertilizers used frequently the
fertility of land would decrease
leading to low productivity
which in-turn lead to frustrated
community who would relay on
public agencies.

With non adoption communities
involvement in the planning
process could be low with a
top down planning system
which could fail and frustrate
the exiting communities and
stakeholders.
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A mixed-use planning approach adapted to fit in a dense radius, where in this scenario use of land and land coverage is raised as a question
where the few land is acquired from the farms to create a small town development.

Schematic Spatial Concept for regulating rural urbanization (left) and a visualization of an adaption of this concept to local conditions (right) (Images: Donath/BUW/EiABC, Geddert/plus4930, LUKASVELTRUSKÝ).
The EiABC and partners from practice (Lukas Veltrusky, plus4930, Flintstone Homes, DecodingSpaces).
This concept aims at the compact development of existing small towns (about 5.000-10.000 inhabitants),
whereby the spatial structure provides efficient network of paths and public spaces (walkability), extendibility for future densification and potentials for mixing different social groups. The ideal scheme for such
a development is shown. Currently, the implementation of this concept for approximately 4.000 towns in
Ethiopia is being discussed in academia as well as on a governmental level. This project will serve as a
practical planning scenario for testing and adapting the IPS.
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The small town of seriti would
also see only the major corridor
develop with less attention given
to its existing potentials.

Emerging Town Prototype

TOWN MATRIX

The research created
various scenarios for
stakeholder to investigate
and calculate construction
cost, development
direction in the near future
and reporting informing
infrastructure providers
about the amount of energy
consumption needed in the
near and future demands.
This scenarios were tested
and accessed by web
through arcgis web scene.

context specific which could
lead to misuse of resources
and dependent small towns
that is unsustainable for the
communities living there.

The non adoption scenario could
also develop a planning structure
for the community that is not

IN³ Planning Table

Procedural Modeling for planning rural towns

The Non adoption scenario
represents a scenario with few
developments existing with
migration being a major option for
the community living there.

Team: The small town planning town matrix was developed in EiABC,
ECL-AA lab under the Integrated infrastructure project with the supervision of Prof.dr.ing. Dirk Donath, Bilisaf T, Kirubel N., Seyum W.

Part of the research was developing a building system and
typologies that can latter be
integrated in the planning process which is a town matrix that
contain modules and components that can be integrated in
CityEngine and explored further
as generative tool
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